
"L'Orphelin 2.0" is derived from "The Orphan of Zhao." The
latter, often referred to as the "Chinese Hamlet," is a tale full of
court intrigue, revenge and murder. Instead of utilizing sets or
props, the play adapted by the Hong Kong-based Théatre de la
Feuille, employs a mixture of both literary and colloquial lines,
changes in light and music, and powerful body language to narrate
this story in a radically new way.

Time: 7:30 p.m., Dec. 14 & 15; 3:30 p.m., Dec. 16
Venue: Red Chair Theater, 403 International Art Center（403国际艺术中

心·红椅剧场)
Tickets: ￥220

Award-winning French pantomime artist Philippe
Bizot has performed hundreds of plays on stage,
charming theaters big and small in his 40-year
career. The renewed version of "Forty Years of
Silence" consists of 13 short stories depicting life's
highs and lows. There's also a wonderful interactive
performance.

Time: 7:30 p.m., Dec. 7 & 8; 3:30 p.m., Dec. 9
Venue: Red Chair Theater, 403 International Art Center

（403国际艺术中心·红椅剧场)
Tickets: ￥220

STAGE

'L'Orphelin 2.0' by Théatre
de la Feuille

'Forty Years of Silence' by
Philippe Bizot
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As one of the BBC's five professional orchestras, the BBC Welsh
National Symphony Orchestra has held more than 1,500 concerts in
its 90-year history. In December 2018, the orchestra will start touring
four Chinese cities. The cast for this concert includes Zhang Xian, the
first female conductor of BBC's symphony orchestras; Sun Shimeng,
the Chinese harpist; and BBC NOW's principal flute Matthew
Featherstone. The repertoire will perform "Mikhail Glinka: Rusland and
Lyudmila Overture," "Mozart: Flute and Harp Concerto in C major,
K.299/297c" and other pieces at the concert.

Time: 7:30 p.m., Dec. 19
Venue: Qintai Concert Hall（琴台音乐厅）
Tickets: ￥280, ￥480, ￥680, ￥880, ￥1180

Lo Ta-yu is one of the most influential Chinese
musicians in the world. His songs, such as "Pearl of the
Orient," "Story of Time," "Lukang, the Little Town," and
"Queen's Road East," have captured the hearts of a
generation. Six years after his last concert tour, Lo hit the
road again after the release of his new album "Home III."
Entitled "Young People Who Left Home," this concert tour
echoes Lo's legendary life story of exploring music all around
the world for over 30 years.

Time: 7:00 p.m., Dec. 31
Venue: Optics Valley International Tennis Center（光谷国际网球中心）
Tickets: ￥380, ￥680, ￥980, ￥1280

BBC National Orchestra of Wales Lo Ta-yu's concert tour
CONCERT


